Abstract. We present an inexact spectral bundle method for solving convex quadratic semidefinite optimization problems. This method is a first-order method, hence requires much less computational cost each iteration than second-order approaches such as interior-point methods. In each iteration of our method, we solve an eigenvalue minimization problem inexactly, and solve a small convex quadratic semidefinite programming as a subproblem. We give a proof of the global convergence of this method using techniques from the analysis of the standard bundle method, and provide a global error bound under a Slater type condition for the problem in question. Numerical experiments with matrices of order up to 3000 are performed and the computational results establish the effectiveness of this method.
1. Introduction
Overview. Let S
n denote the space of n × n symmetric matrices endowed with the standard trace inner product ⟨X, Y ⟩ = tr(XY ) for X, Y ∈ S n , and X ≽ 0 means that X is positive semidefinite. The convex quadratic semidefinite programming (P) satisfies the following It is noted that (P) is a special case of the so-called convex quadratically constrained quadratic semidefinite programs (CQCQSDPs) proposed by Sun and Zhang in [46] , where the constraints are quadratic and convex.
Under some mild assumptions, in Section 2, we show that (D) is equivalent to, denoted by eigenvalue minimization problem (EigForm), (Eigform) min X,y aλ 1 (−C − A * (y) − Q(X)) + b T y + ⟨X, Q(X)⟩/2 =: f (X; y), where λ 1 (−Z) is the largest eigenvalue of −Z = −C − A * (y) − Q(X). Our proposed method is aimed at solving this eigenvalue minimization problem.
The problem (P) has many practical applications in economics and engineering. It captures several well-studied problems in the literature as special cases. An underlying example of (P) is the nearest correlation matrix problem, where given a data matrix B ∈ S n and a self-adjoint operator L on S n , one wants to solve min ∥L(X − B)∥ 2 /2 s.t. X ii = 1, i = 1, . . . , n X ≽ 0.
(1.1)
It arises from the finance [15] and machine learning [41] . Various methods have been developed for solving the nearest correlation matrix problem. Very recent works include [10, 40] and the references therein. The former presented a second-order algorithm-an inexact smoothing Newton method-to solve it and demonstrated high efficiency of the proposed method in numerical experiments. Incidentally, the second-order techniques could be introduced to bundle methods, see, e.g., [38] . Such methods have high accuracy but high computational cost. The latter used an augmented Lagrangian dual-based approach which is quadratically convergent. Another example is the Euclidean distance matrix completion problem (see, e.g., [3] ). For more applications of the convex quadratic semidefinite programming, we refer the readers to [49] and to the references therein. The problem (P) can be solved by several existing methods. It can be reformulated as either a standard semidefinite-quadratic-linear program (see [51] ) by introducing a few additional linear constraints and variables, or a semidefinite linear complementarity problem (see [26] ) via exploiting its KKT system. However, their computational cost leaves a lot to be desired for large scale problems. Therefore it is indispensable to design algorithms specifically for large scale (P) which are amenable to take advantage of the specific structure of the problem. To the best of our knowledge, there are so far just a few such methods. A theoretical primal-dual potential reduction algorithm using NT directions was obtained for solving (P) in [37] . The authors suggested to use the conjugate gradient method to compute an approximate search direction. In [49] , the author proposed an inexact primal-dual path-following method with three classes of preconditioners for the augmented equation via the preconditioned symmetric quasi-minimal residual (PSQMR) iterative solver. It converges quickly under suitable nondegeneracy assumptions. It is this algorithm that we are going to compare with. In addition, this algorithm was adopted to obtain a positive semidefinite correlation matrix in [9] and its polynomial iteration complexity was established in [29] . In her thesis [53] , Zhao designed a semismooth Newton-CG augmented Lagrangian method for large scale (P). It is noted that all these methods are not first-order methods.
More recently, a modified alternating direction method for the more general case CQCQSDPs was proposed in [46] . It is a first-order method. Its main idea was to reformulate CQCQSDPs as a variational inequality problem and then apply the alternating direction method to the reformulated problem. The authors showed the global convergence and provided numerical evidence to show the effectiveness of this method.
As mentioned in [46] , first-order methods usually require much less computation per iteration, and therefore might be suitable for relatively large problems. Meanwhile, this type of methods is relatively easy to implement but at the cost of a poor convergence rate, which will be illustrated by the performance results of our proposed algorithm on the nearest correlation matrix problem.
In this paper, we propose another very different first-order method-the inexact spectral bundle method-to solve (P) . Our proposed method has the advantage of being simple and cheap in computation. At each iteration one only needs to compute a maximum eigenvalue and a small-sized (less than 30) subproblem, which is a convex quadratic semidefinite programming. A major difference between our method and the spectral bundle method for the linear semidefinite programming [14] is that the maximum eigenvalue problem is no longer sparse in the case where both the linear map A and the matrix C are sparse. To avoid the high cost of computing the maximum eigenvalue, we use an existing program eigifp [20] to compute it inexactly. Meanwhile, the subproblems can be solved efficiently by an interior-point algorithm.
The spectral bundle method is a specialization of the proximal bundle method of Kiwiel [24] to the largest eigenvalue optimization problem, which is one of three popular types of first-order bundle methods. We refer the readers to [47] for realizing the classification of bundle methods.
We do not review the state-of-the-art of bundle methods but are inclined to provide some elementary references here. The work [32] is an excellent primer and [5, 18] are complete treatment of the subject. Furthermore, the work [31] addressed a complete development and history of bundle methods. Owing to the fact that interior-point algorithms perform poorly with large scale problems because of their high demand for storage and being time-consuming, there has been a recent, renewed interest in bundle methods. There are very recent related works on this subject presenting in, for instance, [2, 4, 21, 23, 25, 36, 45] and the references therein. We emphasize that a bundle method has been employed to solve a quite general problem-the equilibrium problem in [36] , which covers a wide range, such as the optimization problem, the variational inequality problem, the Nash equilibrium problem in noncooperative games, the fixed point problem, the nonlinear complementarity problem and the vector optimization problem. At the same time, they are increasing used in many practical applications, for instance, in economics, optimal control and engineering, see, for example, [6, 7, 42, 47] and the references therein.
In this paper, we would like to make the following assumptions: (A1) The problem (P) is strictly feasible. (A2) There exists someȳ ∈ R m such that I = A * (ȳ). The assumption (A1) provides the sufficient condition for the strong duality to hold, while (A2) is a bridge that will link (D) with (EigForm).
The essential structure of our proposed algorithm is that of Algorithm 4.1 in [14] . Our proposed algorithm generates a sequence of trail points
that contains a subsequence of the so called stability centers
, starting from (X 0 ; y 0 ) and defined by
where f W k (X; y) is an approximation of f (X; y), see Section 3.1 for its definition, the weight u k > 0 controls the effect of the proximity of the next iterate,
, and M y,k is a positive definite matrix. When (X k+1 ; y k+1 ) is a good trial point in the sense that it brings significant descent for f, we shall say that a serious step or descent step is made. Otherwise, a null step occurs. As has been pointed out in [33] , the underlying structure of bundle methods is that of the approximate proximal point method in Algorithm 4.4.1 in [33] . What is more, [43] demonstrated that bundle methods for computing zeroes of general maximal monotone operators can be cast as a special case in a certain class of hybrid proximal point algorithms, and proved the linear rate of convergence for bundle methods. To be brief, bundle methods in the literature combine the cutting plane method and Moreau-Yosida regularization technique, which guarantee them to possess both descent and stability properties. They are nonsmooth optimization methods.
In this paper, our proposed method is a twofold generalization of the spectral bundle method of [14] . First, it extends to the inexact setting. Our method can be viewed as a dual approach in the sense that we will solve the equivalent form of the dual problem under reasonable assumptions. We will see that in Section 2 (D) can be reformulated as an eigenvalue optimization problem (Eigform). We show that a sequence of stability centers {( X k ;ŷ k )} ∞ k=1 generated by our proposed algorithm either is unbound or converges to an exact solution for the reformulated problem, if the eigenvalue tolerance is allowed to approach to zero; while it converges to an approximate solution when the eigenvalue tolerance is trend to a positive scalar. However, this is not the end of the story. Our proposed method obtains a sequence of points as a byproduct, whose accumulation point is an exact or approximate solution for (P) . Meanwhile, we obtain a global error bound for (Eigform) under some mild conditions. Second, we extend the domain of f to the S n × R m setting, while [14] just considered the case when f defined on R m . It is the matrix variable that makes a key difference to choose (M X,k , M y,k ). Theoretically, we establish that our proposed algorithm converges globally with the hypothesis that
at a descent step, while
at a null step. However, from the computational cost view, we expect that the choice should make the subproblems more tractable. For instance, (M X,k , M y,k ) = (I, I) is accepted in theory, since it possesses the properties (1.3) and (1.4). However, in general, one may not solve the subproblems efficiently with this choice, regardless of how robust the strategy is for modifying u k . The reason is that such choice results in computing the inverse of the operator Q + u k I, whose computational cost may be the same as that of solving the minimium eigenvalue problem (Eigform) for large-scale problems. In Section 4, we provide an efficient choice of (M X,k , M y,k ). The paper is organized as follows. Some basic notation and terminology are presented in the rest of this section. The relation between the convex quadratic semidefinite programming and the eigenvalue minimization problem is explored in Section 2. The algorithm and its convergence analysis are provided in Section 3. Meanwhile, a global error bound under mild assumptions is given in the same section. Numerical examples for the nearest correlation matrix problem and some numerical comparison results are stated in Section 4. The conclusion and some possible improvements are addressed in Section 5.
Basic notation and terminology.
At this point, we need to recall some notation. Throughout this paper,n = n(n + 1)/2. Given a subset T of an Euclidean space and a scalar c, we denote by cT the set {ct|t ∈ T }. The notation B(x, γ) denotes the open ball in an Euclidean space centered at x with radius γ.
For given x, y ∈ R m , the inner product is ⟨x, y⟩ = x T y. The Euclidean norm is defined by ∥x∥ = √ x T x. Let ∥x∥ M = √ x T M x be a norm on R m with M being a positive definite matrix. We let e be a vector of all ones of appropriate dimension, and e i be a vector of appropriate dimension with a 1 in the i-th coordinate and 0 ′ s elsewhere. For a finite-valued convex function f, we denote the subdifferential and the ϵ-subdifferential of
We define the distance from a point x to the set S in an Euclidean space as
where ∥ · ∥ denotes an appropriate norm. Let R m×n be the space of m × n matrices and S n be the space of symmetric matrices of order n. The notations S n + and S n − refer to cone of positive semidefinite and cone of negative semidefinite matrices, respectively. The matrix X − Y ∈ S n being positive semidefinite (resp. positive definite) denotes by X ≽ Y (resp. X ≻ Y ). We denote I by an identity matrix of appropriate order. For a given X = (X ij ) n×n ∈ S n , its trace is denoted by tr(X) = ∑ n i=1 X ii , and its Frobenius norm is ∥X∥ = √ ⟨X, X⟩. Its eigenvalues are arranged in decreasing order, denoted by λ 1 (X) ≥ · · · ≥ λ n (X). In this sense, we define the eigenvalue map λ :
Let A * : R m → S n be the adjoint operator of the linear operator A :
The matrix representation of Q with respect to a given canonical orthonormal basis of S n is denoted by mat(Q). It is noted that ∥Q∥ is the largest absolute values of all eigenvalues of mat(Q). We denote ∥X∥ M = √ ⟨X, M(X)⟩ by a norm on S n with M being a self-adjoint positive definite linear operator.
The Lagrange dual and eigenvalue optimization
In this section, we shall formulate the dual convex quadratic semidefinite programming to an eigenvalue minimization problem with the help of (A2).
In (D), Z ≽ 0 is equivalent to 0 ≥ −λ n (Z) = λ 1 (−Z). Thus after adding it into the objective function by a Lagrange multiplier a ≥ 0, we have the form of (EigForm). The assumption (A2) allows a reformulation of (D) as (EigForm), which will be explained in the following proposition. The proof of this proposition shares the same argument in the proof for Proposition 5.1.1 in [13] . Its proof is omitted here.
Here we give an example to illustrate the first part of the above result. we shall see that the nearest correlation matrix problem has properties (A1) and (A2). Example 2.1. Now we consider the nearest correlation matrix problem. The problem (P) resulting from Problem ( 
which says that the assumptions (A1) and (A2) are reasonable in reality. 
Note that we here follow the MATLAB convention and use ";" for adjoining scalars, vectors, or matrices in a column.
Alternatively, f (X, y) may be expressed in terms of composite functions. More precisely, let Φ :
and p : R n → R be a locally Lipschitz mapping, by choosing p(
, where the binary operation • is the composition of functions. Such reformulation of f (X; y) leads to an alternate description of ∂f (X; y). We will see that such description contributes to the error bound analysis in Section 3.
Plainly, Φ is everywhere Fréchet-differentiable on
a linear mapping, denote the derivative of Φ at (X; y), and
Via the definition of Fréchet-differentiability, we have, for any (
Here is the alternate description of ∂f (X; y).
Proof. The proof is straightforward by chain rule (see e.g., [35, Corollary 6.3] ) and [28, Theroem 6] .
The rest of this section is to review some characterizations of the maximum eigenvalue of a symmetric matrix.
For any matrix A ∈ S n , using Rayleigh's variational formulation, we have
Motivated by the above second equality, we relax the set
Similarly, it holds aλ 1 (A) = max { ⟨A, W ⟩ W ∈ aW } . The next result characterizes a key property of ∂λ 1 (A), which plays a crucial role on formulating an approximate of aW in a more tractable way, see (3.1).
Proposition 2.2. ∂λ
1 (A) = { P V P T tr(V ) = 1, V ≽ 0 } ,
where the columns of P form an orthonormal basis of the eigenspace to the maximum eigenvalue of A.
Proof. This result was already established in the light of its geometrical descriptions in [8, 38, 39] .
In many practical problems, exact eigenvalues and eigenvectors are unavailable, which mostly results from truncating data for storage or finite-precision arithmetic. Therefore it is more reasonable to consider the approximate subdifferential of the maximum eigenvalue function for a symmetric matrix A, which is so called ϵ-subdifferential and visualized by the following proposition.
Using again a chain rule [18, Theorem XI.3.2.1], we have
For later use, we adopt the Ritz triplet introduced in [34] :
We will see that a Ritz triplet depicts a pair of approximation eigenvalue and eigenvector for a symmetric matrix.
From (2.3) and the first two equalities in (2.5), we get λ ap ≤ λ 1 .
On the other hand,
where the inequality follows from (2.6). Therefore
In what follows, corresponding to a Ritz triplet
The Algorithm and Error bound
In this section, we focus on presenting the inexact spectral bundle method for solving (Eigform) in the inexact setting and providing its convergence and error-bound analysis. Although the basic ideas of the proofs of convergence theorems are similar to those presented in [14] , their details are more involved due to the existence of quadratic term in the objective function of the problem. Furthermore, we provide a global error bound under mild assumptions. We introduce firstly the main ingredients of this method.
3.1. The approximation of f . Adopting the ideas from [14] and [38] , we use
as an approximation of aW with W k ⊆ aW, where W k ∈ W is the so call aggregate subgradient, and P k ∈ R n×r k is an orthonormal matrix, r k ≥ 1. A special advantage of this approximation is that it can keep the number r k of columns of P k small. The idea behind (3.1) is explained in [38] .
For any given W ∈ aW, let the approximate partial linearization of f be
and define an approximation of f (X;
where p i is a normalized eigenvector to
This difference is not likely to happen for the linear semidefinite programming.
In order to determine a new trial point (X k+1 ; y k+1 ) from the current stability center ( X k ;ŷ k ), we use the model stabilized by a quadratic penalty or regularization. For each k, we define
Recall that u k , M X,k and M y,k have been mentioned in (1.2). Now we can define a sequence of minimization subproblems min X,y ϕ k (X; y) incorporating the so called Moreau-Yosida regularization, where
In order to figure out the properties of ϕ k (X; y), we need the following two propositions.
Proof. For any fixed (X; y), thanks to the expression of f W k (X; y), we see that it is equal to the maximum over the extreme points of
the proof is completed.
For later use, for any k, we let T k be Q + u k M X,k , which is a self-adjoint positive definite linear operator acting on S n . The following proposition handles how to compute a trial point at each iteration of the algorithm. In essence, we obtain (X k+1 ; y k+1 ) via solving the minimization subproblem min X,y ϕ k (X; y).
where
uniquely, and W k+1 is an optimal solution of
Thus, from (3.4), min X,y ϕ k (X; y) can be reformulated as
We define the Langrangian of the above problem by
By the Lagrange Duality theorem, a direct computation implies that
Moreover, such (X; y) is unique since ϕ k (X; y) is strictly convex. As for the solution (V * , ξ * ) of the above linear systems, let 
By convex minimax duality, min
Switching the optimization direction in max W ∈ W k and the sign in min X,y L k (X, y, W ), we get (SQSDP) . The proof is completed.
In the light of Proposition 3.2,
the necessary and sufficient optimality conditions for the strictly convex problem imply
Comparing (3.8) with the expressions of (X k+1 ; y k+1 ), we obtain
At this point, we need the linearization of f W k for brevity. With the help of the above subgradient, we define the linearization of f W k at (X k+1 ; y k+1 ) as
In addition,
To see this, note that in view of (3.9) and Proposition 3.2, for any (
The approximate subgradient relation in (3.11) can certainly be employed to derive an optimality estimate. If doing so, owing to (3.12), one needs to compute f ( X k ;ŷ k ) exactly, which may be expensive. Thus we would like to provide a relaxation of ε k in the following corollary, which enables us to make an optimality estimate tractable.
Proof. In view of (3.9) and the definition of the Ritz triplet for λ 1 
Note that W k+1 ∈ aW, it follows
). Putting together (3.12) and the definition of the Ritz triplet for λ 1 
In accordance with (3.8), we have, for i = 1, 2,
where c k = max{∥M
We now have the necessary ingredients for deriving the optimality estimate. The approximate subgradients in (3.13) yield the optimality estimate
for all (X; y) ∈ S n × R m . The inequalities (3.17) and (3.18) say that the point ( X k ;ŷ k ) or (X k+1 ; y k+1 ) is optimal if the optimality measure
is zero, which will be established in the following proposition providing a stopping criterion for our algorithm. Meanwhile, the coming result also tackles the case of a finite number of iterations for our method. 
Moreover, suppose that (X k+1 ; y k+1 ) satisfies (3.5) and W k+1 is an optimal solution of (SQSDP), then
and if
Proof. By (3.3), together with (3.6) and (3.7), it follows
Since both M X,k and M y,k are invertible, we get X k+1 = X k and y k+1 =ŷ k . Furthermore, combing with (3.8), we have (g
). According to (3.6) and (3.7), Q( 
, R 1 containing the eigenvectors to the "large" eigenvalues of V * . Correspondingly, we partition Λ into two smaller diagonal matrices Λ 1 and Λ 2 .
Via the scheme of the proximal bundle method, at each iteration k, let v k+1 ap be a normalized approximate eigenvector corresponding to the approximate maximum eigenvalue
T ∈ aW to W k by adding the new v k+1 ap as orthonormalized column to P for increasing the number of columns. In order to update W k , we can update P k and W k by
We will see from the convergence analysis that
is all that is needed to guarantee convergence. The following proposition (see [14] ) shows that update formulas (3.22) 
3.3.
Updating weight u k . The choice of weight u k is somewhat of an art, which impacts significantly both global convergence in theory and efficiency in practice, for instance, as indicated in [16] , a suitable adjustment of u k shall guide f W k to the area where it is a reliable approximation of f . There are several wise update rules published in the literature; see, for instance, [5, 24, 44] . The idea of the updating rule here is the same as that in [24] , we outline the main results here. First we detect whether u k is too large.
, it will be convenient to have an alternate description of f W (X; y), which is in terms of d. With the help of (3.2), it yields
Therefore ϑ k estimates the descent obtained from our model and will subsequently serve as predicted descent of f . We emphasis that ϑ k may be nonpositive and
. We now are in a position to derive the reduction of u k . It may be reduced if f W k is close to f u at (X k+1 ; y k+1 ), which is measured by
In this setting, we set
where u min is a small positive constant. Now, we investigate the case when u k seems to be small. By (3.15), we obtain
We define the error of new approximation by
and the variation
Thus, by virtue of
One may use the test
to decide that u k should be increased.
3.4.
The inexact spectral bundle algorithm. In this subsection, we present the inexact spectral bundle method for the eigenvalue optimization problem (Eigform), combining ideas from the algorithms in [24] , [34] and [14] . In what follows, the expression [λ ap , v ap , ϵ] = eigest(X, y, δ) is the routine that produces a Ritz triplet (λ ap , v ap , ϵ) for λ 1 
2.(Trial point finding) Solve (SQSDP) to get
g. by (3.28)) and set 
with rank(R 1 ) ≤ r − 1. Compute W k+1 and P k+1 by using (3.23) and (3.22), respectively, where an upper bound r ≥ 1 on the number of columns of P.
. It has been pointed out in [5, Sect.10 ] that a sequence of null steps between two consecutive stability centers is just for the sake of the improvement of the model but possessing no new reliable information, the operator M X,k and the matrix M y,k are only updated when a descent step comes up. This updating rule of the metric originates from [27] , and it is employed in [23] . At the same time, to the best of our knowledge, most of the literature about bundle methods exploit the special matrix M y,k = I and exclude the matrix variable X, for instance, see [2, 4, 13, 14, 16, 24, 34, 44] . However, in order to ensure convergence, we should use variable metric at both descent steps and null steps in Algorithm 3.1.
(4). Henceforth, we presume that {∥M X,k ∥, ∥M y,k ∥} is bounded and any accumulation point of {M X,k } is still a self-adjoint positive definite linear operator, and any accumulation point of {M y,k } remains positive. As a consequence, {c k } is bounded. More precisely, we take the following assumption:
(A3) If Algorithm 3.1 executes an infinite number of null steps or an infinite number of descent steps, then {M X,k } converges a self-adjoint positive definite linear operator and {M y,k } converges to a positive definite matrix.
3.5. Convergence analysis. In this subsection, we will prove the convergence of Algorithm 3.1 for ε = 0. If Algorithm 3.1 terminates after a finite number K of iterations, then by Proposition 3.3, ( X K ;ŷ K ) is optimal. Thus the case of interest is that Algorithm 3.1 does not stop. In showing that the convergence of the algorithm in this setting, we will employ several propositions. Note that the essential ideas of their proofs are very similar to those presented in [14] , so their proofs are given in Appendix A, but the approach will be used in this section. First we consider the case when only null steps occur after some iteration N.
Proposition 3.5. Assume that, starting with iteration N , the implementation of Algorithm 3.1 is without the descent test, i.e. X = X
Suppose that (A3) holds and
The preceding result is with respect to convergence of Algorithm 3.1 when the number s of descent steps is bounded. It remains to analyze the case of a unbounded s. Over the course of implementing the algorithm, it may happen that null steps appear between two consecutive descent steps. At this point, we would like to investigate an infinite number of descent steps, for the sake of convenience, we can discard all null steps. In other words, we may focus on the situation ( X k ;ŷ k ) = (X k ; y k ). Thus we assign the remaining iterates and the corresponding W k with a new index h, and assume that, for any h,
Moreover, if no null steps occur, then
Owing to (3.40) , the sequence {f (
For the case of interest, we make the following assumption 
Proof. The proof is straightforward by Proposition 3.5 and Proposition 3.6.
3.6. Approximate solutions and error bound. In most cases, it may be tremendously expensive to pursue an exact optimal solution. It should also be realized that many mathematical programs do not have an exact optimal solution. Meanwhile, most numerical methods attempting to solve global optimization only yield approximate optimal solutions. Therefore, it is sensible meaning to resort approximate solutions.
At this point, we need to recall definitions of approximate solutions.
Hence, ϵ = 0 implies ϵ s -optimality of (X * ; y * ) in the sense of [30] , while ϵ s = 0 yields ϵ-optimality of (X * ; y * ) in the sense of [44] . Henceforth we call them ϵ
s -optimal solution and ϵ F 2 -optimal solution, respectively. Plainly, by virtue of (3.17) and (3.
We would like to find an ϵ F 1 -optimal solution in the following. From the convergence analysis of Algorithm 3.1, we see that the rule of choosing δ k should ensure that δ k ↓ 0 in the case of a bounded s, which counts descent steps. However, we could wish that δ k ↓ δ > 0, which is easy to be controlled in practice. To this end, we take the following assumptions, which are tractable in practice.
(A4) aλ
Note that, (3.42) yields
Hence the case of interest is that 
solution of (Eigform), and lim k→∞ ν k ≤ 2δ.
Proof. By the proof of Proposition 3.5, we see that
On the one hand, if no descent steps occur, then
The above inequalities can be rewritten as
Moreover, (3.43) and the inequalities followed yield f (
On the other hand, by step 6,
. Applying the same argument used in the end of the proof of Proposition 3.5, we obtain Therefore, putting together (3.47) and (3.46), we obtain lim k→∞ ν k ≤ 2δ.
In short, the next result sharpens the convergence behavior of the Algorithm 3.1 under the inexact setting. 
If the algorithm does not terminates and s → ∞, then either
( X k ;ŷ k ) → (X;ȳ) ∈ arg min X,y f (X; y) or there is no minimizer and ∥( X k ;ŷ k )∥ → ∞ as k → ∞.
If the algorithm does not terminates but s is bounded, then (
Proof. The proof is straightforward by Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 3.7.
So far, we have investigated the algorithm and its convergence analysis for (EigForm). It is natural to ask whether the same algorithm can be applied to handle (P). Thanks to Proposition 2.1, we can relate the accumulation points of {W k } to the optimal or approximate solutions of (P). (A1), (A2) and (A3) Proof.
Let {( X k ;ŷ k )} be a sequence of points generated by Algorithm 3.1.
Note that W K+1 ∈ aW, hence it is feasible for (P). On the other hand, due to (3.48) , Proposition 3.3 and Proposition 2.1, we have
and aW is compact, {W k } has accumulation points and they are contained in aW.
Assume that a subsequence {W k j } converges W * ∈ aW. By the proof of Proposition 3.7,
Therefore, we have
for any feasible solution X for (P), the first inequality results from Proposition 2.1. Together with (3.49), the desired result holds.
(iii) Since arg min X,y f (X; y) ̸ = ∅, (3.41) satisfies. By Proposition 3.6, following the same approach we have done in the proof of (ii), we get the desired result.
In practice, the algorithm will cease at some iteration k due to the given stopping criteria. Hence we could wish the current stability center ( X k ;ŷ k ) to be an δ F 1 -optimal solution. To this end, we now highlight its sufficient conditions, in which cases the current stability center ( X k ;ŷ k ) is already δ F 1 -optimal. The following result is analogous to that in [25, LEMMA 2.3] .
). Therefore, the desired result holds. We close this section with a global error bound for (EigForm), followed by an interpretation that the optimality measure (3.19) makes sense in practice.
Henceforth, we assume that f * = inf X;y f (X; y) > −∞. At this point, we need to recall two existing results which play a key role in our conclusions. We only quote the results in our context.
Theorem 3.4. [52, Theorem 2.2]
Suppose that, for some (X 0 ; y 0 ) ∈ S n × R m , 0 < ζ ≤ +∞, and 0 < µ < +∞, and 0 < γ ≤ ζ/(2µ), the set T = B((X 0 ; y 0 ), γ/2) ∩ {(X; y) ∈ S n × R m f (X; y) − f * < γ} is nonempty and for all (g X ; g y ) ∈ ∂f (X; y) and each (X; y) ∈ T 1 , where
Moreover, if (X 0 ; y 0 ) ∈ O * , then the condition 0 < γ ≤ ζ/(2µ) can be replaced with 0 < γ ≤ +∞. 
be a finite sequence of points generated by Algorithm 3.1. Further, suppose that there exist
Proof. After going through the proof of Proposition 2.1, we see that
Plainly, (A1) and f * > −∞ imply that O D is nonempty, whence O * is also nonempty with the aid of (A2). Then one can choose the desired point in Theorem 3.4 such that (X 0 ; y 0 ) ∈ O * , hence it may be γ = ∞ by Theorem 3.4 so that {(
and the proof is completed.
We now return to the construction of the optimality measure ν k . Suppose that the conditions in Theorem 3.5 hold and at iteration k + 1 it satisfies ν k+1 ≤ ε. Putting together (3.17) and (3.18), via Theorem 3.5 and the fact that {( X k ;ŷ k )} is a subsequence of {(X k ; y k )}, we obtain that one of the following inequalities is satisfied
The following example says that finding the proposed σ and (D; d) in the above theorem is a possible task. (3.53) and (3.54) .
Proof. Using the same M X,k and u k as them in Section 4, together with (3.6), we have
In the context of Problem (1.1), we get tr(
On the other hand, it holds σI − JΦ(
). Therefore, we can choose (Q(D); d) = (tI; 0) with t < 0 such that 0 < σ ≤ t(n − c)(
where the second inequality comes from ∥Q(D)∥ ≤ ∥Q∥∥D∥. The proof is completed.
3.7. Updating eigenvalue tolerance δ k . Only if the convergence behavior of Algorithm 3.1 is taken into account, we see that one can choose {δ k } as any arbitrary convergent decreasing sequence. However, the shortcoming of the sequence, which decreases too quickly, is pointed out in [34] . It says that such choice would result in wasted work computing precise eigenvalues. To avoid this pitfall, we would like to present a choice rule based on the following result. 
Proof. The second inequality is exactly (3.47) .
Furthermore, in the light of (3.15), we have
Therefore, putting together (3.45), (3.56) and (3.47), we get
The above result guides us to decrease δ k when u k l k d or η k is close to its theoretical limit [34] , say within 5%. We give the following rule, which is analogous to the one proposed in [34] .
At step 5, set δ k+1 = min{10
Numerical experiments
For the sake of validating our approach, we shall now report on computational experiments of our proposed method. We write a MATLAB implementation of Algorithm 3.1, and evaluate its performance on a battery of test problems that we consider below. All the executions are carried out using MATLAB version 7.6 on a 2.10GHz Core 2 laptop computer with 2GB of RAM.
In the numerical experiments, our test problems are similar to those in [49, 50] . They are arising from the nearest correlation matrix problem.
E1: Q(X) = HXH with H ≻ 0 generated randomly as follows: [Q, R]=qr(randn(n)); beta=10∧(-4/(n-1)); H=Q * diag(beta.∧[0:n-1]) * Q ′ . The matrix C is generated as follows: T=[ones(n/2), zeros(n/2); zeros(n/2), eye(n/2) ]; -B=-T-1e4 * diag(2 * rand(n,1)-ones(n,1)); C=H * B * H. E2: Q(X) = H • X. The matrix H is generated randomly as follows: tmp=rand(n); H=0.5 * (tmp+tmp ′ )/100. We generate the matrix C as follows: x=10.∧[-4:4/(n-1):0]; B=gallery('randcorr', n * x/sum(x)); tmp=rand(n); tmp=(tmp+tmp ′ )/2; E=1/norm(tmp,'fro') * tmp; G=B+1e-4 * E; C=-H. * G. We use two algorithms to solve each test problem, namely, S1: An iterative solver -Algorithm IP-QSDP [49] that uses PSQMR with constrained preconditioning. S2: Algorithm 3.1. In our implementation, we choose the following metric which possesses the desired properties, namely, (1.3), (1.4) and (A3):
Note that for any
n and k ≥ 0. By virtue of this property, we can get much tighter bound of (var) k .
We reformulate the variation as (var
} . Using Corollary 3.1 and (3.8), we obtain
Accordingly, we replace (3.32), (3.33) and (3.34) with
respectively. Note that the above replacements do not affect the convergence of the proposed algorithm. For time saving, the stopping criterion in Algorithm 3.1 is replaced by
Thus (3.53) and (3.54) are reduced to
respectively, which indicate that (4.1) is reasonable.
The dominant process in Algorithm 3.1 is the eigenvalue estimation. Considering that eigenvalue problems in question are not necessarily sparse, we adopt the existing program eigifp [20] to solve them, whose underlying algorithm is an inverse free preconditioned Krylov subspace projection method [11] .
In Step 2 of Algorithm 3.1, we need to compute the subproblem (SQSDP). With the help of the symmetrized Kronecker product [1] , using the analogous technique as that presented in [14] , we can cast (SQSDP) as a quadratic semidefinite programming with small size. We solve the quadratic semidefinite programming by a feasible primal-dual interior-point method, whose essential structure is that of Mehrotra-type predictorcorrector primal-dual path-following algorithm in [50] . The method used here differs in that we should guarantee the feasibility at each iteration. In addition, the Nesterov-Todd symmetrization scheme [48] is employed.
The initial iterate for Algorithm 3.1 is given by X 0 = 0, y 0 = 0. The value of parameters present in the algorithm are listed as follows: Table 1 , where we compare the proposed inexact spectral bundle method S2 to Toh's method S1. The columns corresponding to "iter" give the total number of iterations. The column corresponding to "value(p)" stands for the minimum value of the objective function in Problem (1.1) computed by S1, while the column corresponding to "value(d)" signifies the opposite number of the minimum value of the objective function in Problem (2.1) solved by S2. Note that both of the two quantities discard the constant ⟨B, L 2 (B)⟩/2. The columns corresponding to "ϕ" and "ν" present the accuracy measure defined by (46) in [49] and (4.1), respectively. The column "SS" gives the number of serious steps, whereas the columns "NgX" and "Ngy" refer to the norms of Q(X − W ) and b − A(W ), respectively, which give rise to the approximate subgradient resulting from the optimal solution of the last quadratic semidefinite subproblem. We calculate elapsed time in seconds. Those entries being "err" mean that the algorithm terminates with out-of-memory errors. Table 1 provides some information that we sum up below. (1) The number of serious steps required by our proposed Algorithm S2 changes slowly but steadily with the problem dimension n. In all the test problems, the number of such iterations is less than 60. (2) As a whole, Algorithm S2 outperforms Algorithm S1 on the problem set E1. We see that our method can find reasonably accurate solution in E1-400 in about half the time required by Algorithm S1. In addition, Algorithm S1 stops since it hits the maximum of interior-point iterations allowed or the gap is too large based on its criterion in E1-800 and E1-1600, while we can achieve (10 −4 ) F 2 -optimal solutions by Algorithm S2 on the same problems. On the other hand, these results are also comparative with those in [46] . Indeed in the terms of CPU time, our proposed algorithm is faster than S1 and slower than the proposed method in [46] . We explain the case when n ≥ 2000 in the next item. (3) Algorithm S1 is not able to solve the test problems in E1-2000, E1-3000 and E2-2000 since interior-point methods are not applicable because of memory requirements, while Algorithm S2 performs well on these problems. This demonstrates that it is hopeful for bundle methods to solve large-scale problems with the size of the matrix variables more than 2000. However, it also displays that there is little hope for bundle methods to end up within reasonable time. (4) Algorithm S1 outperforms Algorithm S2 on the problem set E2 with n ≤ 1600.
It should be clear from the examples of Table 1 that Algorithm S2 spends much more time but obtains less accurate solutions than Algorithm S1. Furthermore, the rather large norm of the subgradient of the last three problems shows that the values cannot be expected to be "good" approximate of the objective function, which also is illustrated by comparing the column corresponding to "value(d)" with the one corresponding to "value(p)" with respect to E2. We will improve the performance of our algorithm in the case when Q(X) = H • X in the future. (5) From the column corresponding to "time(s)" with respect to S2, we see that the computational time of E1 is much less than that of E2. This arises from the fact that Q(X) = HXH with H ≻ 0 can be viewed as a special case of Q(X) = H •X. Indeed, using the same technique as its used in linear semidefinite programs [13, Proposition 2. 
Conclusion
We have proposed an inexact spectral bundle method for solving linearly constrained convex quadratic semidefinite programming. Convergence analysis of the proposed algorithm has been discussed. In the context of inexact computation, it suffices to estimate f (X; y) and its subgradients sequentially with a specified sequence of tolerance δ k . The proposed algorithm finds two sequences {(X k ; y k )} and {W k } simultaneously, whose limit points are ( 2δ 1−m L ) F 1 -optimal solutions for (EigForm) and (P) respectively, when δ k ↓ δ > 0. In addition, a global error bound is given under a Slater type condition, which also demonstrates the practicality of the stopping rule in our proposed method.
The proposed method does require first-order information and it is easy to implement. Numerical experiments on a set of the nearest correlation matrix problem with matrices of order up to 3000 show our method is efficient. However, it should be clear from our numerical results that, in terms of CPU time, the performance of our method on E2 is much slower than its performance on E1. This may be due to the high density of the problem data. Therefore, one important future work is to overcome this drawback, possibly by using a parallel implementation, see, e.g. [19] . On the other hand, it is of interest to ask whether our proposed method can be extended to solve the convex quadratic symmetric cone programming. acknowledgements I am very grateful to my supervisor Chua Chek Beng for his helpful suggestions and comments. The author is supported by the research scholarship provided by the Nanyang Technological University, Singapore.
Proof of Proposition 3.5:
Proof. The proof hinges on the following two observations:
as k → ∞, we will show them later.
First we prove that the sequence {L 
